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A class of functions was introduced by P. E. Koch (Research Report No. 72, 
Institute of Informatics, University of Oslo, 1982) that includes the algebraic, 
trigonometric, and hyperbolic polynomials, but retains sufticient similarities to the 
algebraic polynomials so that it was possible to generalize the Jackson theorems. 
This class need not satisfy the Haar condition. Some of the properties of orthogonal 
polynomials are extended here to this class. In particular, the recurrence relation, 
the Erdiis-Turan theorem, the Dini condition for pointwise convergence of 
orthogonal expansions, and some of the basic properties of Gaussian quadrature 
are generalized. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In [S] the author introduced a class of functions that includes the 
algebraic, trigonometric, and hyperbolic polynomials, but retains sufficient 
similarities to the algebraic polynomials so that it was possible to 
generalize the Jackson theorems. In this paper we extend some of the 
properties of orthogonal polynomials to this class. In particular, we 
generalize the recurrence relation (Section 2) the Erdiis-Turan theorem 
(Section 3), the Dini condition for pointwise convergence of orthogonal 
expansions (Section 4) and some of the basic properties of Gaussian 
quadrature (Section 5). 
Before we go any further, let us identify this class. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let Z= [a, b] and ,u = (a + 6)/2. For functions f: Z+R 
define f: Z+R by f(x) =f(2~ - x, XEZ. Callfeven iff=f, odd iff= -f: ) 
Let s, cl, c2 be continuous functions that are different from zero almost 
everywhere, where s is odd and cl, c2 are even. Put 
V, = span{c,, czs, cis*, c2 s3 ,..., fk ,..., fn} (1.1) 
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where the kth basis function is 
(1.2) 
We notice the following connection between V, and the polynomials 
P, = span{ 1, x,..., xn-l}: every 4 E V, may be written in the form 
4 = Cl(P o s) + c*(q a s) (1.3) 
where p E P, is even, q E P, is odd, and 0 denotes the composite function 
operator. Especially, if I$ E I’, is even, then 
4=cl(Pos)> pEP,,peven, (1.4) 
and if C$ E V,, is odd, then 
4 = c*(q o s), qEP,,qodd. (1.5) 
Also 
4E KF-S24E VII+*, n> 1. (1.6) 
In fact, we get V, = P, in the case s(x) = x - p, cl(x) = c*(x) = 1, x E I. 
V 2m + i becomes the trigonometric polynomials of degree <rn if we use 
s(x) = sin((x-p)/2), cl(x) = 1, and c*(x) = cos((x - ~)/2), x E I. In this 
case (1.1) will also define even dimensional trigonometric spaces lying 
between these odd dimensional ones. The interval I may be any closed one 
with length <2x. 
By choosing s(x) = sinh((x - ~))/2), cl(x) = 1, CJX) = cosh((x - ~)/2) we 
obtain hyperbolic polynomials (see Section 3 for definitions). 
In general, V,, need not satisfy the Haar condition on Z. But if the inter- 
polation points lie symmetrically around the midpoint p the interpolation 
problem will have a unique solution (see Section 3). Also Gauss quadrature 
rules exist when the weight function is even (Section 5). 
2. A RECURRENCE RELATION 
Let us first give some notation. Define the inner product ( , ) by 
(/,g)=~hf(x)~(x)w(x)~x (2.1) 
ll 
where w  is Riemann integrable and positive. Let L?,(Z) be the underlying 
Hilbert space and Jj 1) the induced norm. 
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We will use the Gram-Schmidt process to orthogonalize the sequence 
fi,f2,f3 ,... given by (1.2). First we must show that f, ,..., f,, are linearly 
independent for each n. Suppose not. Then by (1.1) and (1.3) there are 
polynomials p, q E P,, not both of them identically zero, such that 
cl(p 0 s)+c,(q 0 s)=O, where p-is even and q is odd. Set d= cl(p 0 s)+ 
cZ(q 0 s). Then c,(p 0 s) = f(d + 4) = 0. The polynomial p must vanish on a 
set of positive measure. Hence p = 0. Similarly q= 0. This contradiction 
implies the linear independence. Now we may use the Gram-Schmidt 
process. Put 
(2.2) 
(4, ,..., dn} is then an orthogonal basis for I’,,. (4, ,..., $,,} is an orthonor- 
ma1 basis for I’,, where $k = ~+5~/ll@~ll. 
Notice that fi, f3, f5,... are even and that fz,f4,f6,... are odd. If the 
weight function w  is even then by (2.2), dI = fi is even, & =f2 is odd, & = 
f3 - (( f3, 4 1 )/(bl, 4 1 )) 4 1 is even, and so on. Using induction on n we obtain 
by (2.2) 
A=(-WV,, n = 1, 2,... . (2.3) 
These orthogonal functions possess a live term recurrence relation. This 
result generalizes that of [ 111. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let fi, f2, f3 ,... be as in Definition 1.1. The orthogonalized 
sequence given by (2.2) possesses the following recurrence relation: 
4 n+l = -an,n~n+(S2-Cln,n~1)~n~1-tl,,n-2~n-2--an,n~~3~n-- 
un,j = ts2dn - 1) dji)llldjll *? j=n-3 ,..., n, n > 4. 
(2.4) 
If w is even then ctn,n = a,,, ~ 2 = 0. 
ProoJ By (1.6), szdk E V, + 2. By (2.2) there are a,,j E R’ such that 
Now proceed as in the proof of the recurrence relation for orthogonal 
polynomials. Taking inner products with dj yields a,,j = CL,.~, j = n - 3,..., n, 
and a,j = 0, j< n - 3. If w  is even then by (2.3) s’d,,- 1 4,,w and 
s*~S~-~~~-~W are odd. So CX,,~=C~,,+~=O. 1 
If we set &, = 4 _ 1 = 0, then (2.4) is valid for n > 2. 
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Since ~‘4, _ 3 may be written in the form 4” ~ 1 + C; ri&tj we find that also 
an,,-3= Il~“-1112/l19n-3112. 
If cl = c2 then (2.4) may be replaced by a three term recurrence relation 
(since #E Vk*sfj~ V,+,,k> 1). 
4 n+1=(~-~~,n)~n-a~,~~~(4~-l~a~,j=(S~~~~ji)lll~jlI2~ 
In particular, the recurrence relation for orthogonal polynomials is 
obtained in the case c, = c2 = 1, s(x) =x-p. 
For the orthonormal sequence we have . 
B $“+I= n.n + 1 -Pn,nTn+(S2-Pn,n-1)in~1-Bn,n-2~n-2--Bn,n-~6,-3 
Pn,j = Cs24n - 13 $j), j=n-3 )...) n+ 1, n34. (2.5) 
3. INTERPOLATION 
We will first show that under certain mild conditions on ci, c2, s, inter- 
polation from V,, is possible when the interpolation points lie symmetrically 
around the midpoint of the interval. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that s is strictly monotone on I. Let nE N and let 
<I ,.,., 5, be n distinct points in Z, located symmetrically around p = (a + b)/2, 
5n+1-,=2PLtj5 j = l,..., n. (3.1) 
Suppose that cl(lj) #O, ~~(5,) #O, j= l,..., n. Then for anyfe C(Z) there is a 
unique function q5 in V, that solves the interpolation problem 
#(5j) =f(tj:i,2 j = i,..., n. (3.2) 
Proof Any 4 E V, may be written in the form (1.3). Since c1 , c2, p are 
even and s and q are odd and (3.1) holds, (3.2) is equivalent to 
‘l(ir,) P(s(<,)) = Hf(tj) +.f(5j)), 
c2(5j) 4(s(5,i)) = $(f(t,) -fttji)), 
j = l,..., n. (3.3) 
This uniquely determines p and q. Since 4(f + f)/c, ($(f - f)/cZ) is even 
(odd), p is even and q is odd. 1 
The following conditions on cl, cl, s will often be sufficient for our pur- 
poses: 
ASSUMPTION 3.2. Let Z = [a, b]. Suppose that cl, c2 E C(Z) are even and 
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that cl(x) >O, c,(x)>O, a<x< b. Suppose also that SE C’(Z) is odd, 
s’(x) > 0, a < x < b, and that (w 0 s - ’ ) . (s ~ ’ )’ is Riemann integrable, where 
w  is the weight function. 
From the classical Erdiis-Turan theorem we know that it is advan- 
tageous to use the zeroes of orthogonal polynomials as interpolation 
points. To extend this theorem we must first verify that #k + 1 has k zeroes 
in I. The following proposition generalizes a result in [12, p. 245). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume that c,, c2, s satisfy Assumption 3.2 and that 
ci(x) # 0, x = a, 6, i = 1, 2. Suppose further that the weight function w  is even. 
Then for each k E N, 4k has exactly k - 1 zeroes on I. They ure all simple, 
contained in (a, b), and they are located symmetrically around p. 
Proof Equations (2.3), (1.4), and (1.5) imply 
4k = Cl(P, o SIT k odd 
= c*(qk o $1, k even 
where pk is even and qk is odd. First let k be odd. A simple change of 
variable shows that p,, p3, ps ,... are orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function u1 = (cl 0 sK’)‘(w 0 3-l )(s-I)‘. p,, p3, ps ,... are all even. Since v, 
is even, pl, p3, ps,... may be extended to a full sequence of polynomials, 
PI, P2, P3YV orthogonal with respect to vl. This is because p2, p4, p6,... 
would be all odd anyway and independent of pl, p3, ps,... . From the 
classical theory we know that pk has exactly k - 1 zeroes and that these are 
all simple and lying in (s(a), s(b)). Since v, is even, they also lie sym- 
metrically around 0. Since @k = c,(pk 0 s), this holds for bk too. The case of 
k even is proved in exactly the same way. fl 
We apply Proposition 3.3 in the special case that c1 = c2 = 1. Let us use 
the notation 
U, = span{ 1, s ,..., sn- ‘}, n3 1. (3.4) 
We now come to the extended ErdGs-Turan theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that cl, c2, s satisfy Assumption 3.2. Let w  be an 
even weight function. Let 11 I( be the norm induced by w. Let et, ti2, ti3,... be 
orthogonal with respect to w, where I/J~E uk\(O), k > 1. Let (<Tj”>;=, be the 
zeroes of$n+ 1, n>l. LetfEC(Z). ZfjE{l,2) and@E(a,b) isanyzeroof 
cj we will assume that the one-sided limit lim,,,( f (x) + ( - l)‘- 1 f(x))/c,(x) 
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exists and is finite. For each n E N, let 1” E V, interpolate to f at (lT};=, . 
Then 
lim I( f-XJ =O. (3.5) 
n-4 
Proof: By Proposition 3.3 there are exactly n zeroes of tj,, + , . Since they 
are contained in (a, b) and are situated symmetrically around p, x,, exists 
byLemma3.1,n~1.By(1.3)wemaywrite~,intheform~,=c,(p,~s)+ 
c,(q, 0 s), pn, qn E P,, p,, even, qn odd. It is suffmient to show that cI(p,, 0 s) 
converges to the even part off, fi = $(f +f), and that c,(q, 0 s) converges 
to the odd part, f2 = &(f -f). By symmetry it is sufficient to show the first. 
By the hypotheses we may define f,/c, as an element of C(Z). Put o(y) = 
w(s - ‘( y ))(s - i)‘(v). We notice that 
By (3.3), p,, interpolates to fl 0 s-‘/cI 0 s-l on {s(r;)}Jn= ,. The change of 
variable x=s-‘(y) shows that +,,+i 0 .Y-’ is the (n+l)th orthogonal 
polynomial with respect to u. Hence the classical Erdos-Turan theorem 
shows that the right side of (3.6) tends to zero as n+co. 1 
If ci(x) > 0, x E Z, i = 1,2, then by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem 
llf-x,ll G Cdi%(f, V,h n41 (3.7) 
where C is a constant. The Jackson-type theorems in [S] now yield the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Assume s, c,, c2 E Cm(Z) and that s’, c,, c2 are positive 
everywhere on I. Let w be an even weight function. Let f E Ck(Z), where k E N. 
Let xn be as in Theorem 3.4. Then 
(3.8) 
Let us now look at spaces of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let p be the midpoint of Z. First let 0 <a < n/(b -a). 
Set S;= {0} and for n> 1, xeZ 
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Sz= f (ujcos(2jo(x-p))+bjsin(2ja(x-p))):uj,bjER , 
i j=O I 
n=2m+l 
= j~~(ujcos((2~-l)~(x-~))+b,sin((2/-l)~(x-~))):uj,6,~~}. 
i 
n=2m (3.9) 
S:: = span(S:- r u {0;}), a;(x) = cos(na(x - p)), 
= sin(na(x - p)), 
n odd 
(3.10) 
n even 
and 
s:,, = s): > n - v even, 
=iQ, n-vodd, 
v= 1,2. (3.11) 
Now let a be any positive real number. Define &, R, H,“., as in (3.9), 
(3.10), (3.11) respectively, by just changing sin into sinh and cos into cash. 
Let us now verify that these spaces are special cases of (1.1). Consider 
S;,,. Put s(x) = sin(a(x - cl)), c,(x) = 1, c*(x) = cos(a(x -p)). By elemen- 
tary trigonometric formulas it follows that St,, is in the form (1.1). 
Similarly S;,, = V, for s(x) = sin(a(x - p)), cl(x) = cos(a(x - ,u)), cz(x) = 1. 
The hyperbolic cases follow analogously, Hz,,, = V,, when s(x) = 
sinh(a(x - p)), 
c,(x) = 1, v=l 
= cosh(a(x - p)), v = 2, 
c2(x) = cosh(a(x - p)), v=l 
= 1, v = 2. 
Notice that S,: is invariant under translation but that $ is not, and 
similarly for Hz and &. If O<a<n/(b-a) then S; is an extended 
Tchebycheff space, but q need not be one. In [7] a Newton form for Her- 
mite interpolation by S:A2+, and by s:i2 was given, in the last case assuming 
the average of the interpolation points to be p. Error formulas based on 
trigonometric divided differences are given in [6]. By [13, Theorem 3.11, 
Hf, and hence Hi is an extended complete Tchebycheff space when a > 0. 
Let us now apply our previous results to these functions. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let Z= [u,b], p=i(u+b), undO<a<Ir/(b-a). Then in 
both cases, S$, n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and SE,, n = 1, 
ani points 
2 (2.4) is valid, with ,..., s(x) = 
sin(a(x-p)). For any nE N and 5 1 ,..., 5, symmetrically located 
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around p, there is a unique 4 E SE,, that solves (3.2). Let w be an even weight 
function. Let *,, *2, tig ,... be the orthogonal sequence equivalent to 1, 
sin(a(x - p)), sin2(a(x - p)), sin3(a(x - CL)),... . Then tin + 1 possesses exactly 
n zeroes on Z, {<y};= 1, and they are located symmetrically around p, n 2 1. 
Given any f~ C(Z), for each n E N, let x,, E S;,, interpolate to f at { tJ’}r= 1. 
Then (3.5) holds. Zf f E Ck(Z) then (3.8) holds. The same results hold for the 
hyperbolic case. Here a may be any positive number and $, , 11/2, II/S,... the 
orthogonal sequence equivalent to 1, sinh(a(x - h)), sinh’(a(x - p)),... . 
Let us look at the special case S;,, , n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., when a = n/(b - a). 
Equation (2.4) is still valid. If the symmetrically located interpolation 
points are lying inside (a, b), then by Lemma 3.1 the interpolation 
problem (3.2) will always have a unique solution. Suppose that 
y-+w(p+ a-l arcsin y) a-‘(1 -~~)-l’~ is Riemann-integrable on [ - 1, 11, 
where w  is even. Then by Proposition 3.3 the n simple zeroes of $,,+ i are 
lying symmetrically around p and are contained in (a, b). To obtain the 
conclusion (3.5) we must suppose that limx-a+ (f(x) - f (2p - x))/ 
cos(a(x - p)) and lim,,,_ (f(x)-f(2p-x))/cos(a(x-n)) are finite. This 
will be the case if f(a) = f(b) and f is differentiable at a and b. 
The case S;,, , n = 1, 2 ,..., a = n/(b - a), has nearly all the properties of the 
previous case. The only difference is that instead off (a) = f (b) we suppose 
that f(a)= -f(b) to obtain (3.5). 
In the polynomial case we know that the zeroes of the Tchebycheff 
polynomials are especially well suited as interpolation points. Consider the 
proof of Theorem 3.4. If we let v be the Tchebycheff weight function then p,, 
will normally be a good approximation to fi o s-‘/c, o s-l in sup-norm 
and similarly for qn. Hence xn = ci( pn 0 s) + c,(q, 0 s) may approximate f 
well. If s is normalized so that s(Z) = [ - 1, 11, then the interpolation points 
will be 
<j=s-’ (cos(yx)), j= l,..., n. (3.12) 
Particularly, for the trigonometric case, 
,=a-‘arcsin(sin($)cos(yn))+p, j=l,...,n (3.13) 
where h = b - a. As h-r0 or a+0 these tend to the Tchebycheff points in Z. 
When ah = rc they are equidistributed. 
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OF ORTHOGONAL EXPANSIONS 
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We now investigate conditions for the convergence of the Fourier series 
k;l (f, 4kk) $k(X) (4.1) 
to f lx), where 6, i2, q&,... are the orthonormal functions from VI, Vz, 
V3,..., respectively, and the inner product is given by (2.1). We will show 
that the kernel 
Klk v) = i 4kCX) 6kb4 n>l (4.2) 
k=l 
has a Christoffel-Darboux type representation. This leads to Dini-like con- 
ditions for the pointwise convergence of (4.1) to f: 
Let @,f be the nth partial sum of (4.1), 
@d-= f (s, 4,) $k, n3 1. 
k=l 
@, is the orthogonal projection onto V,,. Also 
(@J)(X) = (Kz(x, .I, fh nb 1. 
The expansion for K,(x, y) may be simplified. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let K, be as in (4.2). Set 
Ki,j(X9 Y) = djtx) 4iC.Y) - iAx) $ji(Vh X,YEI, i,j21. 
Ifs’(x) # s’(y) then for n > 1 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
K(w~=(p n+l,n+2Kn,“+2+Dn+l,n+,Kn,“+1+Bn,”+1Kn-l,n+1)(X, Y) 
ax) -S’(Y) 
(4.6) 
ProoJ: The proof is quite similar to that of the ordinary Christof- 
fel-Darboux identity; e.g., Cl, pp. 11%1191. Let n = k + 1 in (2.5). We 
evaluate it at x, multiply the equation by 4k(y), switch x and y, and sub- 
tract. Then we sum up to n. Because /3i,j = pi+ I,i-, , nearly all members 
cancel, and we end up with (4.6). 1 
We now come to the Dini-like conditions for the pointwise convergence 
to f: This extends the classical case (e.g., [9, pp. 69, 701). 
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THEOREM 4.2. Suppose thar s, c,, CZE P(Z) satisfy s’(x), c,(x), 
c*(x) >O, XE I. Let w be a weight function. Given any f E L:(I) and 
xer\{p}, set 
F 
x 
(y)= f(Y)-f(x) 
S(Y) -s(x) ’ 
y E I. (4.7) 
IfF,, Fz~-~EL$U) and {idx))F=, is a bounded sequence, then (4.1) con- 
verges to f(x) at the point x. The same conclusion is obtained if F,, Fzpcx E 
L!,,(Z) and ( l14kll 4, )r= 1 is bounded. 
Suppose now that f E C(Z). The Fourier series (4.1) converges to f 
untformly on a compact set E if E lies symmetrically around p, p $ E, 
{supXEE ~$,(x)I),“=~ is bounded, andf or each E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that 
s min(h,x + 6) E?,(Y) W(Y) dv < E> XE E. max(n,.x - 6) (4.8) 
Proof Let f E L:,(Z). We will instead use 
g(y)=f(y)+ f(2p-x)-f(x)fj (y) 
2s(x) Q(X) 2 ’ 
y E I. 
g satisfies g(2p - x) = g(x). Since fj2 E V,, n 3 2, lim,,,(@, f )(x) = f(x) 0 
lim .+,(QRg)(x)=g(x). Let i,E I/, be the best approximation to the 
function 1 in sup-norm. Since @,i, = i,, we may split the problem in three 
parts: 
g(x) - (Qn g)(x) = g(x)(l - L(x)) + g(x)(@Ai, - 1 ))(x) 
+ (@nk(x) -g))(x). (4.9) 
Suppose now that F,, FzflmX E L:(Z) and that {~k(x)}km,, is bounded. 
We will show that each of the three addends on the right side of (4.9) tends 
to zero as n-+03. 
Since the function 1 is in C*, then by the Jackson estimate (4.17) in [5], 
Iii, - 1)) o. 6 Mn -*, n > 2, where M is a constant. So the first addend on the 
right side of (4.9) is O(n-*) and hence tends to 0 as n-+oo. 
Consider I(@,,(i,- l))(x)\. By (4.2), (4.4), and the above estimate for 
Iii,- l/l,, thisis <x;=, I$&)1 j”a ITdy)l W(Y) dy.Mne2. BY the Cauchy- 
Schwartz inequality each of these integrals is < (jf: w(y) dy)“*. Since 
{Ih( >p= 1 is bounded, I(4,(i, - l))(x)1 = O(n -‘). 
Now consider the third term on the right side of (4.9). We may now 
proceed as in [9, pp. 68, 691. The third term is 
B n+l,n+2 (K n,n+& .I> G,) + IL+ I,~+,I(G,,+ I(X, -1, Gx) 
+B n,n+ I(L I,n+ ,(x, .I, Gx) (4.10) 
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where G,(Y) = (g(x) - gb)Y(~2(x) - S’(Y)). BY g(x) = gC% - xl, 
s(2~ - x) = -s(x) and some calculation, we find 
G,(Y) = & (F,(Y) - F2,-x(Y)) 
+ fG?--x)-f(x) ~z(X)-~2(Y)_~2(2c1-X)-~2(Y) 
4s2(x) c2b) ( 4x) -S(Y) ) @P-x)-s(Y) . 
The second addend on the right side of (4.11) is bounded. The first addend 
is in L;(Z). Hence G, E L;,(Z). Therefore lim,,,(&k, G,) = 0. From (2.5) it 
follows that lPLjl d (Is/I ‘, . The form of ~~~~ and the boundedness of 
{ j$k(x)l >F= 1 imply that the three inner products in (4.10) tend to zero as 
n+m. Hence the series (4.1) converges to f(x). 
Suppose instead that F,, F2nc--x E L;(Z) and that { ll$J ~ )p= r is bounded. 
By [9, proof of Theorem 3, pp. 69, 701, (F,, 6,), (FzpeX, 4k)-*0 as k-+co. 
And that suffices. 
Suppose now that f~ C(Z), ,U $ E, E compact and symmetric, 
(sup.ycE I4h)l )k”= 1 b ounded, and that the uniform Dini-condition (4.8) 
holds. To show uniform convergence it is enough to look at the third term 
on the right side of (4.9), i.e., (4.10). By the boundedness of Iz?~,~I &,Jx)l, 
XE E, i, j, k 2 1, it suffices to show that lim,,,($k, G,) = 0 uniformly for 
x E E. The second addend on the right side of (4.11) is continuous and 
hence satisfies (4.8). We may therefore concentrate on F,, F2p--x. We need 
only have lim,,,($,, FJ = 0 uniformly on E. Since the limit holds 
pointwise it is sufficient to show that {F,},, E is a compact subset of L:(Z). 
Take an arbitrary sequence (F.Xn},“=, . Proceeding to a subsequence if 
necessary, we may suppose lim,,, x, = x’ E E. By (4.8) there is an open 
neighborhood B of x’ such that IIFXj - FXn/lpcB, <E, n 2 n,. On 
flB IFXc - F,J is uniformly bounded for n sufficiently high and IFx, - Fxn/ 
converges pointwise to 0. By Lebesgue’s theorem, FX,-+FX, in L$(r\B). 
Therefore FXn converges to F,, in L:,(Z). So {FOX},,, is compact and the 
theorem is proved. 1 
Consider the hypotheses of the last theorem. When is F,, F2@- x E LZ,(Z)? 
Certainly if f is Lipschitz-continuous. If w  is bounded, then F,, 
FzppX E L:(Z) when f E Lip CL and $ < c1< 1. When is {~,(x)}~= 1 bounded? 
We will only consider the case w  = 1. Proceeding similarly to [4, 
pp. 27,281 we find that ifs- ‘, c,, c2 are analytic, and s(Z) = [- 1, 11, then 
Iq&(x)I e C(1 - s2(x)) - 1’2, a < x < 6, n 2 1, where C is a constant. Hence in 
the case w  = 1 the Fourier series converges to f(x) at the point x if 
fELipu, +<cr<l, and a<x<b, x#p. 
Note that the conditions on s, c, , c2 in Theorem 4.2 certainly are fulfilled 
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in the trigonometric case (when 0 < c( < rr/(h - a)) and in the hyperbolic 
case (c( > 0). We also have that s- ‘, cl, c2 are analytic. 
Consider the proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose that c1 = 1. Then of course 
i, = 1. So (4.9) consists of only its third term. We may then weaken the 
conditions on s, c, , c2. Instead of s’(y), c2( y) > 0 VJJ E I we may suppose 
that Assumption 3.2 is fulfilled and that a <x <b, x # ,u. For the uniform 
convergence part we need to assume that E c (a, b), Z.L$ E. Notice that this 
covers the case V, = S: ,, n = 1,2, 3 ,..., cr = rc/(b - a). From the classical 
theory of Fourier series ‘we know that F, E L;(Z) is sufficient to get con- 
vergence towards f(x) at x. Here we had to assume FzP -.~ E L:(Z) and 
x $ {a, ZL, b} too, to get the same result. But then the series would also con- 
verge at 2~ - x. 
5. EXTENSION OF GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE 
It has been noted in [lo] that there exist trigonometric and exponential 
analogs of Gaussian quadrature formulas. In [ 123 this also was observed 
for the trigonometric case. Here we construct n-point rules that are exact 
for the more general class Vzn, n 2 1. We will find upper bounds for the 
quadrature error. Also exact formulas for the quadrature error are fur- 
nished in the trigonometric and hyperbolic case. For small intervals we find 
a way to make a comparison with ordinary Gaussian quadrature. Some 
numerical examples are given. 
But first we must show the existence of such formulas. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let w be a positive, even, and Riemann-integrable weight 
function on Z= [a, b]. Suppose that Assumption 3.2 is fulfilled. Let { I,ZJ~}F= 1, 
$kE’Uk=span{l,s,s2 ,,.., sk-’ }, be the orthogonal sequence generated by 
the weight function G = c, w, and normalized so that qk - sk- ’ E U, ~, , k > 1. 
For each n > 1 we then have 
s b 4(x) w(x) dx = 2 A,d(t;,,, 4 E v,, a j= 1 
where { gj};= 1 are the zeroes of II/, + 1 and 
Wnllzi .m 
A'=+b+l(tj) tin(<ji, c1(4j)zo' 
j = l,..., n 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
and where )I 11 G denotes the norm induced by I?. 
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Proof By linearity it is sufficient to show (5.1) for 4 = dk, k = l,..., 2n. 
Since w  is even, (2.3), (1.4), and (1.5) imply 
4k = (P/r a $1 
Cl? k odd 
c2, k even 
where pk E ilD, is manic and pk is even (odd) if k is odd (even). First take the 
case k odd. The change of variable x = s - ‘(y) gives 
1‘” d/r(x) 4x1 dx = l P,(Y) KY) 44 
u 
where J= s(Z) and (5.3) 
C(Y) = w  - YYHW ‘l’(Y), y E J. 
The two integrals in (5.3) are also equal if k is even because then they both 
are equal to zero. 
Let {qi}~=l be the manic polynomials that are orthogonal with respect 
to the weight function i7, where qiE P,, j> 1. Let ( , )a be the inner product 
and I( /I a be the norm. Let {pi}:, 1 be the zeroes of q,,+ 1, ordered 
increasingly, and put 
B,= ll4nllY(~~+ I(Pj) 4nlPj))r j = l,..., n. 
By the theory for ordinary Gaussian quadrature (e.g., [2]) 
(5.4) 
f J PI;(Y) o^(Y) 4 = i Bi P.&h 
k = l,..., 2n. 
j=l 
(5.5) 
Put <i=s-‘(pi), Ai=Bi/c,(<j), j= l,..., n. u” even implies ~~+r-~= -p,, 
B ,,+,-i= B,, j= l,..., n. Because s is odd and cr is even, r, + I -j = 2~ - tj, 
n. First, 
$$(i$ :$; ai:lti-& Ajq&( tj) 
let k be even. Then dk is odd. Both 
are zero. Now let k be odd. By (5.3) and 
s ’ d/c(X) “‘(XI dx= ,f Ajc,(Cj) Pk(S(Sj)) = f Aj4k(Sj). a j= 1 j=l 
qk 0 s is a manic element of U,. Also, for i #j, 
Therefore tik = qk 0 s. Hence { l,}y= I are the zeroes of $,,+ 1. Equation (5.2) 
follows from (5.4) by noting that [lqnlli= 1111/,/j& qn(pi) = $,,(ti), and 
4; + lb,) = ti:, + l(~J~‘(Cj). I 
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If f is a given function we will approximate 5: f(x) w(x) dx by 
C:= 1 A jf(t.j>- 
Of course, (5.1) holds in the cases V,, = S;“,“, 0 < a < n/(b - a), and 
~2~=fGl,, a>O, v=l,2, ~EF% If we assume that w(p+a-‘arcsiny) 
a-‘(1 -yi)- ‘P is integrable, then it also holds in the case V,, = SO;,,,, 
a = n/(b - a), v  = 1, 2. 
Consider the case w  = 1, Vz, = S;,, . Then 
ljj=p+acl’ arcsin (sin(v) p,), j= l,..., n 
where p1 ,..., p, are the zeroes of q,,+ , E P,, , , and q,, + , is orthogonal to P, 
with respect to the weight function 
(1-sin2(v).y2)p”2 yE[-l,l]. 
For small a, p, ,..., pn are asymptotically the zeroes of the nth degree Legen- 
dre polynomial on [ - 1, l]. In that case l1 ,..., 5, are nearly the zeroes of 
the nth degree Legendre polynomial on I. If a = ~/(b - a), p1 ,..., pn are the 
zeroes of the nth degree Tchebycheff polynomial. In that case r, ,..., 5, are 
equidistributed and we obtain the well-known trapezoidal rule. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 gives a hint for the practical construction of 
n-point rules (cf. [3, p. 5801). Let K, = j’ 1 y2”v”(y) dy, m > 0. In both the 
trigonometric and hyperbolic cases K, is found easily when w  = 1. Set 
qk( y) = Co G 2jG k _ 1 c~,~ yk ~ ’ ~ ?‘, where c~,~ = 1. The coefficients c~,~ are 
found via the recurrence relation for orthogonal polynomials 
Ck-ti,i=Ck,i-bkCk~l,,~~, 0<2j<k, 
where 
bk= c ck,lKkp 1 -j 
! 
c Ck-l,jKkp2-j. 
0<2j<kpl O<2j<km2 
Having found the coefficients in q,+ , , we use Newton’s method to 
calculate p, ,..., p,,. Then we find 
B,= c cn,jun- 1 -j/(41+ l(Pj) Cln(Pj)h ,j= 1 ,..., n. 
o<q<n- 1 
Finally we put ~,=s-*(pj), Aj=Bj/cl(~,), j= l,..., n. 
The quadrature error is defined by 
En(f) = I” f  (x) w(x) dx - 5 Ajf (e). 
a j= 1 
(5.6) 
We assume that f  is bounded and that fw is integrable. 
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Since c 1 =f, E Vzn, n 2 1, 0 = E,(c,) = j: C’(X) ‘Q(x) dx - c;= , AkC’(Sk). 
It follows that 
2 lAkl G (max c’/min c’) w(x) dx. 
k=l I I 
(5.7) 
The upper bound in (5.7) is independent of IZ. Hence the method is stable. 
Let us look at some numerical examples with w  = 1. For notational con- 
venience we denote the quadrature error by E!,(f) if V,, = Pz,, by E&(f) if 
Vz, = SiLf,, and by E$( f) if V,, = H$,$. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let fA(x) = edcosx, x~l= [ -3, 31. We found 
n E!,(f,) E:,(fJ E:(fa,) E::,(f,.,) E:(f,,,) E!,:,(fm) 
2 3 2 1.10-l 1. lop2 1.10-2 1.10P4 
4 4.10-l 3*10P2 2. 1o-3 3. 1o-6 6. 1O-5 3.1o-‘O 
6 3. lop2 3. lop4 3.10-5 2.1o-‘O 2. 1o-7 -3. lo-16 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Here f(x) = ln(2 + x), x E I= [ -0.25,0.25]. We found 
n E:(f) E:,(f) E::,(f) E::;(f) E:::(f) 
2 -3. 1o-6 --5.10P6 -4. lop6 -9. 1o-7 5. lop6 
4 -2.10-‘1 -8. lo-” -l.lO-‘0 -3.10-12 6.10-l’ 
6 -2. lo-16 -2.10-15 -4.10-15 -3. IO-17 8. lo-l6 
In Example 5.3 the errors for the five methods are of about the same size. 
But in Example 5.2 the trigonometric method works remarkably better. We 
will later return with an explanation of this phenomenon. 
Let us find upper bounds for 1 E,(f )I. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let w  be positive, even and Riemann-integrable on 
I= [a, b]. Suppose that Assumption 3.2 holds and that c,(a) > 0, c,(b) > 0. rf 
f is bounded and Riemann-integrable, then for n 2 1 
IE,(f )I G M di%(f, V2A 
(5.8) 
M=(l+z)cw(x)dx. 
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Let k E N. Suppose further that s, c,, C*E C?(Z) and that s’(a), s’(b), c,(a), 
c,(b) > 0. Zf fE C?(Z), then 
\E.(f)~=o((~)*), 2n>k. 
Proof By (5.7) we see that I(E,ll, GM. Linearity and E,(4) =0 for 
every 4 in V,,, imply (5.8). The Jackson-type theorems in [S] give (5.9). a 
If f6 C(Z) then by Proposition 5.4,. lim,,, E,(f) =O. By [2, 
pp. 10&102] this result may be extended. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let w  be positive, even, and Riemann-integrable. Sup- 
pose that Assumption 3.2 holds and that c,(x), c,(x), s’(x) > 0, x = a, 6. If.f 
is bounded and Riemann-integrable, then 
lim E,(f)= 0. (5.10) 
n-+z 
If only boundedness and integrability are assumed, then the convergence 
may be very slow. 
For smooth integrands we obtain explicit error formulas in the 
trigonometric and hyperbolic cases. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let w  be a positive, even, and Riemann-integrable weight 
function on Z= [a, b], and let nE N. First let V2,,= S;,,,, where O< a < 
n/(b - a). Set l(x) = p + 2a(x - p) and ii = l(&), j = l,..., n. Zf f E C2(Z) there 
is a 5 E Z such that 
E.(f)=D.(f,t)[‘(fi sin(a(x-tl)))2w(x)dx, (5.11) 
a j=l 
where 
o,(f,X)=IZCSI,11,...,rn,i,, wl,(f~~-‘)v v=l 
= [Cl, 1,,..., i,, in, O)l,(f o I- ‘1, v=2 
and where A[ , , 1, F, [ , , ], F are trigonometric divided differences (see 
C71). 
Zf f E Czn(Z) then there is a TE Z such that 
k(f)=c(S)jb( fi a-l sin(a(x-tj)))’ w(x)dx.L;,,,f(r)/(2n)!, 
u j= 1 
(5.12) 
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where 
D n CD* + PA*) v=l 
v=2 
and D = dJdy, c(t) = n jr: T0,2n(x) dx, where T0.2n is the trigonometric 
B-spline with knots iI, iI ,..., i,,, i,, l(r). 
Now let V,, = H&Zr where CI > 0. Set l(x) = p + X(X - p), ii = l(t,), 
j= L..., n. Put D,(f, x) = Ccl, Cl ,..., i,, i,, 4x)Ltf 0 I-‘), where [ , , Ih F 
is the hyperbolic divided difference (see [ 13, (4.1)]). Then iff E C*(I) there is 
a r E I such that 
C,(f) = D,(f, 4) lb ( fi sinh(a(x - tjlJ)* w(x) h. (5.13) 
u j=l 
Let c(t) = 2n Ji Qo,2,(x) dx, where Q0,2n is the hyperbolic B-spline with knots 
Cl, 51,..., i,, i,, 45) (see Cl3, (5.111). Set L~,,,=n~=,(D2-(2a(j-t))*). If 
f E C2n(Z) there is a ZE I such that 
E,(f) = c(tl) jb ( ir a - l sinh(a(x - 4;)) w(x) dx. L;,,,f(r)/(2n)!. 
(1 j=l 
(5.14) 
ProoJ: The proof is analogous to that in the polynomial case. Take the 
trigonometric cases first. We seek an element Q of S;,, that solves the Her- 
mite interpolation problem 
Q(tj) =f(tjh Q’(4;.) =f’(tj-i,, j = l,..., n. 
We simply let Q = R 0 1, where R E S2n,v I/* Hermite interpolates to F=f 0 l- ’ 
at the cs. By Theorem 5.1 
so KAf) =~%-W - Q(x), 4x1 dx = (1/2a) ~;‘%‘~Y> - R(Y)) 
w(f-‘(y))dy where h=b-a. By [6, (3.1), (4.1)] 
2 Xl,, 51,..., L in, ~1, E 
fi sin?) {Cc 
v=l 
j=l 13 
i l i yl F 
I,“., n, nr I 3 v = 2. 
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Since FE C’(Z) the trigonometric divided differences are continuous in y. A 
change of variable plus the mean value theorem for integrals now gives 
(5.11). The integral representation for trigonometric divided differences [ 8, 
p. 276; 6, (4.3)] implies (5.12). 
The hyperbolic case, VZn = Hl;n,2 = H”;,, is proved in the same way. After 
having redefined I we set F= f 0 I- ’ and let R E Hi, solve the Hermite 
interpolation problem at the i,‘s. Put Q = R 0 1 and proceed as above. We 
get E,(f) = (l/a) j;+-E$z(F(y) - R(y)) w(l- ‘(y)) dy. Using the represen- 
tation (4.2) in [13] for the hyperbolic divided difference and using the 
smoothness properties of these, we obtain 
F(Y)-NY)= fi 
( 
sinh(y-i,) * C51,11,...,i,,i,,~lhF. 
j= 1 ) 
This shows (5.13). Equation (5.14) follows from the integral representation 
of hyperbolic divided differences [13, (7.5)]. 1 
But how should one choose between these methods? For smooth 
integrands on short intervals we will now see that this depends on the 
action of the corresponding differential operator upon the integrand. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let v0 be positive, even, and Riemann-integrable on 
C - 1, 11. Set w(x) = vdWh)(x - PI), x E Z,, = [p-h/2, p + h/2]. Let n E N. 
Suppose that f E C**(Z,J for an ho E (0, n/m). Let V,, be S;,,, restricted to Z,. 
Denote by E:(f) (Et,,( f )) the quadrature error in n-point (trigonometric) 
Gaussian quadrature. Zf D2”f (p) # 0 then 
El,,(f) = L&,“f(cL) 
2%+ Ef(f) D’“fW ’ 
(5.15) 
where here 
G,,v = ,Fo (D* + CW2), v=l 
=fi, (D2+(2+-3)‘) v=2. 
The same conclusion holds for the hyperbolic case V,, = HO;,,* if LD;,,* is 
changed to nr= 1(D2 - (2a(j- 4))‘). 
Proof. Let us take the trigonometric case first. So s(x) = 
sin(a(x - p))/sin(clh/2). Let { P~,~}P= r be the manic, orthogonal polynomials 
associated with vO, and {P~,~}P~, the corresponding family with respect to 
~,(Y)=c,(~-‘(Y)).(~~‘)‘(Y).v,((~/~)(~~’(Y)-cL)). Set vh(y)=dWh) 
(s -- ‘(y) - p))(s - l)‘(y), I yl < 1. Let the l,‘s lie in ascending order. By 
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Proposition 3.3, 5, + , -, = 2~ - lj, j = i,..., n. By the trigonometric formula 
sin(A + B) sin(A -B) = (sin A + sin @(sin A - sin B) we obtain 
sin(a(x - tj)) sin(a(x - t,+ i -j)) 
(sin(a(x - p)) + sin(a(tj- p))), j= 4.1 
(sin(a(x - PL)) - sin(a(tj- PL))) 
n. Therefore IJ;= i sin(cr(x - tj)) E 
Since it has the same zeroes as 1,4,,+ I of Theorem 5.1 we have 
;<I; sin(a(x - < .)) = (sin(a/z/2))“. $, + i(x). A change of IvvE;Jl; shows 
that II/ n+l OS ~’ is orthogonal to P, with respect to Ch. 
n 
1.h = 
* n+, 0 s-l. Substituting x=s-‘(y) in (5.12) now yields 
for some tt, rt E Ih. 
For the polynomial case 
for some rh E I,. 
As h + O+, (a-’ sin(crh/2))2”/(h/2)2” + 1. Also D’“ftp) + D*“f(p), 
Lb,,f(~~)-Lb,,f(~), where the last Lin,” is that of (5.15). By [6, 
Proposition 2.11, c(rt)+l as h-+0+. It remains to show that 
2 ’ 
7; p*P;:+*.h J (Y) Uh(Y) 4-J;, Pi+ l,o(Y) uo(.Y) 4J 
as h-+0+. (5.16) 
Now 
x sin ($)l(t) 
= uo(( 1 + O(h2)) y + O(h4))(1 + O(h2))+u,(y) 
in L,-norm as h-+0+. Similarly (2/h) fih-+u,, in L,-norm. Therefore the 
coefficients in the recurrence relation for the p@‘s tend to the 
corresponding coefficients in the recurrence relation for the P~,~‘s. Hence 
II P n+i,h-pn+iOllm+O as h-+0+. We obtain (5.16). 
The conclusion in the hyperbolic case follows in the same manner. 
lim h+O+ c(gt)= 1 can be shown by the method in [6]. 1 
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J%“(f) _ Gnpf(k4 
El(f) D'"f@) +o(h) 
(5.17) 
iffEC*“+l in a neighborhood of p and D’“f (p) # 0. 
If uO= 1 in Theorem 5.7, then by [2, p. 751 
lim 
22”+ ‘(n!)” 
cc2”+ “J%(f) = (2n + *)((2n),)3 %,“f(P). (5.18) 
h-O+ 
Let us look back at Example 5.3. Take the simplest case n = 2. We find 
D”f (0) = -0.4, L;!ff(O) = -0.6 = L;$f(O), -G!:,t,yp.casefW = 0.6. 
In view of Theorem 5.7 we therefore could have predicted that the 
quadrature errors for the four methods would be of the same absolute 
value. 
Of course, in most cases it is not so easy to differentiate the integrand. 
But one can sometimes see if the integrand is of hyperbolic or of 
trigonometric category. For instance, as we see immediately, the integrands 
of Example 5.2 are of the trigonometric type. 
Let us now analyze why the trigonometric method worked so well in 
Example 5.2. We are going to be more general. Suppose that f E C2n+m( R) 
has period T. Therefore f may be developed in a Fourier series 
f(x) = 2 (ak cos(2kax) + b, sin(2kcrx)) (5.19) 
k=O 
where c( = z/T and where lakl, jbk( = O(k-(2”+m+‘)), k >/ 1. Differentiating 
on both sides of (5.19) yields 
D2”f(x) = (- 1)“(21~)~” 5 k2”(ak COS(2kaX) + bk sin(2kax)) 
k=O 
L”;,,, f(x) = (- 1)“(2a)2” f k2Wk,Juk cos(2kax) + bk sin(2kax)) 
k=O 
where L;,, is as in (5.15) and 
If I,, = [ -h/2, h/2] and D2”f (0) # 0 then by Theorem 5.7 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
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Here we have used ek,, = 0 for k < n. For k > n, 0 < Ok*, < e - n3i3k2, So each 
term in the numerator on the right side of (5.21) is < the corresponding 
term in the denominator; in absolute value. We have [k2na,J = O(k-“-‘). 
Since the numerator lacks terms for k < n, the quotient (5.21) is often less 
than 1 in absolute value. 
Of course, the interval in Example 5.2 is not small. But the same ten- 
dency holds. As ,I decreases, the coefficients in the Fourier series off, decay 
much more rapidly. The quotient (5.21) decreases quickly. 
Hence for some problems it may be an advantage to use these non- 
polynomial methods. 
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